A new hierarchical method for the automatic registration of airborne and vehicle light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data is proposed, using three-dimensional (3D) road networks and 3D building contours. Firstly, 3D road networks are extracted from airborne LiDAR data and then registered with vehicle trajectory lines. During the registration of airborne road networks and vehicle trajectory lines, a network matching rate is introduced for the determination of reliable transformation matrix. Then, the RIMM (reversed iterative mathematic morphological) method and a height value accumulation method are employed to extract 3D building contours from airborne and vehicle LiDAR data, respectively. The Rodriguez matrix and collinearity equation are used for the determination of conjugate building contours. Based on this, a rule is defined to determine reliable conjugate contours, which are finally used for the fine registration of airborne and vehicle LiDAR data. The experiments show that the coarse registration method with 3D road networks can contribute
Introduction
The advent of the Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) system represents a technological breakthrough in acquiring three-dimensional (3D) data of surface objects in a rapid and cost-effective manner [1] . By now, a variety of LiDAR techniques have emerged, including satellite-based laser scanning (SLS), airborne laser scanning (ALS), vehicle laser scanning (VLS), and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS). The airborne LiDAR system, due to its extraordinary capability in gathering highly accurate and dense elevation measurements in large scales, has become an important new technique for data filtering [2] , 3D reconstruction [3, 4] , and object identification [5, 6] . The vehicle LiDAR system, mounted on high speed vehicles, can quickly obtain detailed facade information of surface objects with an extremely high point density [7, 8] . On one hand, both airborne and vehicle LiDAR are endowed with a large-range scanning area, which makes the integration practical. On the other hand, massive faç ade information is included in vehicle LiDAR with little top information, while more top information is obtained using airborne LiDAR with little faç ade information [9] . Considering the similarity and complementarity of airborne and vehicle LiDAR data, the integration of airborne and vehicle LiDAR can be performed to lead to new applications, such as a new presentation of our city, named "point city" (shown in Figure 1 ). Point cloud registration is a prerequisite to integrate airborne and vehicle LiDAR data.
In general, the point cloud registration methods can be divided into two types: the auxiliary method and the data-based method. Auxiliary data (e.g., spectral image and global positioning system (GPS) data) and artificial targets have been widely used in the auxiliary method to assist the registration of point clouds. In study [10] , a method is proposed for the registration of terrestrial LiDAR point clouds based on the local features extracted from the images. Firstly, the characteristic two-dimensional (2D) points based on the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature are extracted from the reflectance images of two scans. Then these 2D points are projected into 3D space by using interpolated range information. Finally, the transformation parameters of point clouds can be estimated from the 3D-2D correspondences. Some studies use GPS data, which can achieve centimeter accuracy, to directly georeference the LiDAR point clouds [11, 12] . However, in complex urban and forest environments, GPS receivers frequently lose lock, which would reduce the positioning accuracy of the GPS system. Based on this consideration, after using GPS data for registration, the multi-station registration method which minimizes the surface error of point cloud data is applied [13, 14] . As auxiliary data is required in the above work, these methods are limited in their application scope.
The data-based method conducts registration based on the point clouds without using auxiliary data. The iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm is a classic data-based method [15] . Based on the ICP method, many variant approaches appeared later. A flaw of these ICP-based approaches is the calling for a good initial alignment of the point clouds to enable convergence to the local minimum, which is not always easy to access. Another branch of the data-based registration approach lies in the use of the local normal and curvature feature [16] [17] [18] [19] . The basic idea of those methods is that the conjugate features are determined based on the changes in geometric curvature and the approximate normal vector of the local surface around each point. Besides, some data-based methods conduct registration by using points, lines, planes, and other geometric features extracted from point clouds. (1) Point feature is the basic control feature, and has been widely used in point cloud registration. Barnea and Filin [20] conducted the registration of terrestrial LiDAR data by extracting key points from the panoramic range image. Cheng et al. [21] extracted 3D building corners from the intersection of 3D building boundaries from airborne and terrestrial LiDAR data, and the 3D building corners are matched through an automatic iterative process. In [22] , a shiftable leading point method is optimized for high accuracy registration of 3D corners; (2) Lines can serve as essential features for the registration of point clouds in areas with abundant man-made structures. Better registration results can be offered with line features than with point features [23] . Jaw and Chuang [24] provided a line-based registration approach, where the matching of 3D line features is performed with angle and distance as constraints. Lee et al. [25] extracted 3D line features through the intersection of neighboring planar patches and used them to adjust the discrepancies between overlapping data strips. Recently, Bucksch and Khoshelham [26] extracted skeletons from tree branches and utilized them for the precise registration of point clouds. As line features present geometric evidence of edges, which are quite prominent and extraordinary, the matching of conjugate lines can be performed precisely; (3) Plane features are also used for the registration of point clouds. Teo and Huang [27] proposed a scheme for the registration of airborne and terrestrial LiDAR points using the least squares 3D surface registration technique to minimize the surfaces between two datasets. In von Hansen's work, single plane correspondences are used to find the transformation parameters with some additional assumptions [28] . Zhang et al. [29] extracted plane features using a segmentation method and adopted the Rodriguez matrix for the registration work. Brenner et al. [30] showed that three plane matches can help to determine the transformation parameters between two point clouds, and their method has been compared with the point-based Normal Distributions Transform method [31] . The results of this comparison showed that the plane-based method tends to be more accurate and the point-based method is conceptually simple and fast. Besides, Wu et al. [32] proposed a registration method for airborne and terrestrial LiDAR point clouds based on building profiles, and achieved registration accuracies of 0.15 to 0.5 m in the horizontal direction and 0.20 m in the vertical direction.
However, some technical challenges exist for the integration of airborne and vehicle data due to different perspectives, huge differences of point density, different coverage, and the discrete nature of points [33] . Carlberg et al. [34] and Hu et al. [35] conducted the registration of airborne and vehicle LiDAR points by using GPS data directly. However, Früh and Zakhor [36] believe it is not reliable enough to use GPS data in urban street canyons. As a result, in their method aerial image was selected as a reference and the Monte Carlo Localization method was applied for the registration. Some studies related to the registration of LiDAR data and imagery also give good inspirations for this topic [37, 38] . Among the existing literature, auxiliary data is often used to supplement the registration. In view of the availability and precision of these data, it is essential to get rid of these auxiliary data and seek conjugate features for the automatic registration. Based on the above, it is necessary to find reliable matching primitives (e.g., road and wall) from the LiDAR point cloud.
In complex urban environments, the GPS receiver of the vehicle LiDAR platform frequently loses lock, which would reduce the measurement accuracy of the whole system, and cause the drift of the local scanning point cloud. The vehicle LiDAR data used in this study has been corrected through a topographic map of 1:500. Thus, the coordinate of vehicle data has been converted to a local coordinate system, while the initial airborne data is in the WGS-84 coordinate frame. In this study, a hierarchical registration method is proposed, including coarse registration with 3D road networks and fine registration with 3D building contours.
Method
Based on the above consideration, a hierarchical registration method (Figure 2 ), including coarse registration with 3D road networks and fine registration with 3D building contours, is used for the registration of airborne and vehicle LiDAR points. 
Coarse Registration with 3D Road Networks
Two sets of 3D road networks, which contain road links and intersections, are used for the coarse registration of large-range LiDAR data. Three-dimensional airborne road networks are extracted using an existing method [39] from airborne LiDAR data. Existing vehicle trajectory lines provided along with vehicle LiDAR points are used as 3D vehicle road networks. Both airborne and vehicle road networks are used for the coarse registration. Considering that the coarse registration just offers a rough registration relationship, road networks with high positioning precision are not necessary.
3D Road Networks from Airborne LiDAR
A method, proposed in literature [39] , for automatic detection and vectorization of roads from airborne LiDAR data, is used in this section. A digital surface model (DSM) is generated by using the morphology algorithm and intensity values are used for the detection of road points. Due to the homogenous and consistent nature of roads, a local point density and a minimum bounding rectangle are introduced to finalize the detection. On this basis, the road centerline is extracted by the convolution of the binary road image with a complex-valued disk named the Phase Coded Disk (PCD). Both the width and direction of the road at the centerline are obtained from the convolution. The direction of the road facilitates the successful vectorization of the magnitude image by using the described tracing algorithm. The vectorization of any classified road networks captured in a binary image can be achieved using the PCD method.
After obtaining 2D airborne road networks, a 3D buffer zone along the networks, forming a cylinder, is constructed. The buffer area is usually several times the average spacing of the point cloud, and the elevations of the points inside the cylinder volume are averaged to obtain 3D road networks.
Coarse Registration with 3D Road Networks
In this section, an intersection point registration method with 3D road networks as constraints, is introduced for the coarse registration. In this method, the 3D intersection points, derived from airborne and vehicle road networks, respectively, are used for calculating the transformation matrices. Additionally, the road networks of airborne and vehicle LiDAR data are regarded as constraints to evaluate the reliability of the matrices.
As shown in Figure 3a ,b, the 3D intersection points of airborne and vehicle road networks are PA = {PAi, i = 0,1,2,…,μ} and PB = {PBi, i = 0,1,2,…,v}, with their corresponding road networks being RA = {RAi, i = 0,1,2,…,m}and RB = {RBi, i = 0,1,2,…,n}, respectively. The coarse registration of airborne and vehicle LiDAR with road networks is conducted as follows:
(1) Selecting intersections.
Choose three pairs of points from intersection sets PA, PB randomly and calculate the translation matrix 1 T and rotation matrix R1.
(2) Road network transformation.
Use T1 and R1 to convert the road networks RB. The converted road network RC = {RCi, i = 0,1,2,…,n} is obtained. Determine the matching rate of road networks in RA and RC. In Figure 3c , R1 and R2 refer to road segments selected from road networks RA and RC, respectively. Starting from Endpoint NA0 of Segment R1, draw 3D section planes at an interval  . The section plane is drawn as a circle with its radius set according to the positioning precision of extracted road networks. If precise road networks are provided, a small radius is set and vice versa. As for each node point (e.g., NA0 and NA1), if it intersects with the other road segments, record the reciprocal of the distance between the foot point and intersection point as the matching rate 1 , 0.1 10, 0.1
d represents the distance of nodes NAi and NBi.
Otherwise, pme = 0. If several roads intersect with a section plane leading to pme1, pme2,…, pmen, then the largest matching rate is regarded as its matching rate. As for road segments R1 and R2, the matching rate is Repeat (1)- (3) until the matching rate reaches a certain threshold or all intersection pairs have been iteratively selected from PA and PB. The transformation matrix with the highest matching rate is selected as the optimal transformation matrix. All points of PB are transformed and recorded as PC = {PCi, i = 0,1,2,…,v}. 
Fine Registration with 3D Building Contours
In this section, on the basis of the above coarse registration, a locally fine registration work is done with 3D building contours. Coarse registration with road networks can provide a rough registration result of points; nevertheless, due to the positioning precision of extracted road networks, the coarse registration of point clouds is not so satisfactory. In addition, it is difficult to achieve good registration results by applying a single registration relationship for large-scale datasets.
2D Building Contours from Vehicle LiDAR
In this section, the 2D building contours are extracted from vehicle LiDAR data based on two steps, including elevation difference filtering and height value accumulation.
(1) Elevation difference filtering.
Compared with other surface features, obvious elevation differences exist along building contours. Thus, the building contours can be extracted by setting an elevation difference threshold. Here a 2D regular grid is constructed with the point cloud projected on it. The elevation differences of points inside each grid are analyzed and the grids with larger elevation differences than the preset threshold are retained.
(2) Height value accumulation.
Disturbed by the trees and some other objects, the extraction result only from using the elevation difference is not satisfactory. As shown in Figure 4a , building contours of both stage-style and herringbone roofs are in a certain elevation range. Exact building contours can be acquired by obtaining the corresponding elevation range. For this purpose, a further filtering procedure with height value accumulation is proposed. In Figure 4b , LiDAR points of a building facade and a tree are presented. As we can see, the building contour points are divided into four grids and the tree points are divided into three grids. The grids corresponding to the building have consistent highest point (Z3), while that of the tree vary. More importantly, grids corresponding to buildings obviously have a large number of points. If the point number of grids corresponding to each elevation range is added, the range which contains buildings' highest points will stand out as peaks. According to this, buildings can be extracted from the elevation range. Details are shown as follows:
Step 1: Projecting points to 2D grids.
Construct 2D regular grids and divide the projected points. Then, select the highest point Zi and calculate the point number Ni of each grid.
Step 2: Calculating the elevation range.
Calculate the elevation range (Zmin, Zmax) with the highest point and lowest point in the point cloud. Set a small interval as Zs and divide the elevation range, getting the set S = {Sj, j = 1,2,…,n}, where n = (Zmax−Zmin)/Zs.
Step 3: Height value accumulation.
For all the grids, if the highest point Zi is within the interval Sj; then the accumulation value Accj is recalculated as Accj = Accj + Ni, and the height histogram is shown in Figure 4c .
Step 4: Obtaining the elevation range interval of buildings.
The median of the height value accumulation in Figure 4c is set as a threshold, and the data which is smaller than the threshold is eliminated. The partial derivative is calculated, and the peak interval is obtained. Finally, the elevation range interval of the buildings (Figure 4d ) is used to extract building contours.
(3) 2D contour extraction.
As for the extracted grids, the points inside them are determined. A random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [40] is used to fit a plane. Additionally, the 2D building contours are obtained through the projection of the plane.
2D Building Contours from Airborne LiDAR
In this section, the 2D building contours are extracted from airborne LiDAR data by using the RIMM algorithm [9] .
Airborne LiDAR points provide rich and abundant top information of buildings, from which reliable architecture area can be extracted. Here, building areas are extracted using the RIMM algorithm. For this method, an opening operation is first conducted with a window larger than all the buildings in a particular area. On this basis, the opening operation is iterated by gradually decreasing the window at a fixed step length. Furthermore, the surface features can be extracted by fitting the size of the corresponding window. The elevation differences between two consecutive iterations are compared, and parts with elevation differences exceeding the minimum building height are regarded as buildings. Binary images are generated using the extracted building areas. Hough transformation is conducted for obtaining the 2D airborne building contours.
Extraction of 3D Building Contours
The aim of this section is to extract the 3D building contours. As building contours are extracted from 2D grids, isolated 3D contours may be extracted as a 2D single contour, as shown in Figure 5a . Thus, a 3D contour extraction method with point elevation is introduced [21] . Details are shown as follows.
(1) Projection and division of points.
A plane perpendicular to the XY plane is constructed, and point clouds inside the contour grids are projected onto this plane (Figure 5b) . The projected points are divided into blocks with a small interval, which is usually slightly larger than the average point spacing.
(2) Points clustering.
The elevation and gradient difference of neighboring blocks are calculated according to the highest point in each block. If the differences are small enough, the neighboring blocks are clustered; otherwise, a new cluster is generated. 
Fine Registration with 3D Building Contours
Fine registration with 3D building contours consists of two steps: searching for conjugate contours and fine registration with reliable conjugate contours. Firstly, two pairs of conjugate contours are used to acquire a registration relationship of airborne and vehicle contours, and all conjugate contours can be obtained after that. On this basis, a rule is defined to determine reliable conjugate contours, which are finally used for the fine registration of airborne and vehicle LiDAR.
The airborne and vehicle building contours are recorded as LA = {LAi, i = 1,2,…,m} and LB = { LBi, i = 1,2,…,n}, respectively. The fine registration with building contours are as follows: 2) ( ) ( )
where I is a 3 × 3 unit matrix and RR T = I. In this study, spatial vectors are first obtained with the 3D building contours. Assuming that the unit vectors corresponding to two pairs of conjugate contours are v and w, we get equation:
From (2) of Equation (2), Equation (3) should be modified as follows:
where L = v − w; and b = v + w. After S is substituted in Equation (4), the following form can be written:
where (bx, by, bz) are the vector components of b, and (Lx, Ly, Lz) are those of L. Then the parameter vector x can be approximated by using the following linear least squares estimation.
where M is the coefficient matrix of Equation (5), and rotation matrix R should be calculated by Equations (1) and (6).
(3) Calculation of translation matrix.
After obtaining the rotation matrix R, the transition matrix can be obtained through collinearity equations. As shown in Figure 6 , ab is a contour in LA, c'd' is the corresponding contour of LB. Theoretically, ab and '' cdshould be collinear, meaning that the actual position of c'd' is cd, in which
. According to the collinearity equation, the formula
can be procured for each pair of contours. After derivation, 
(B) Fine registration with reliable conjugate contours
Fine registration with reliable conjugate contours is carried out to obtain a more precise transformation matrix. In the above searching procedure for conjugate contours, only two pairs of conjugate contours are used. Thus, the registration accuracy can be enhanced by using more contours.
(1) Selection of reliable conjugate contours.
If the building rooftops have eaves, there may be obvious errors with airborne and vehicle building contours. It is inappropriate to utilize all the contours for the fine registration. Here the angles and distances between conjugate contours are analyzed and the obvious outliers are discarded. Details are as follows:
Step 1: Selecting contours by angle.
As for all conjugate contours of LA and LB , calculate their angles as α = {αi, i = 0,1,2,…,k}. Group the angles in α and calculate the total number of conjugate contours in each group. If the group with the largest number of contours reaches a certain percent of the total contours, the contours in the group are considered as reliable ones. Otherwise, join other groups of segment pairs until the proportion of matched pairs is more than a certain threshold. Here the percent threshold is set according to the overall precision of extracted building contours.
Step 2: Selecting contours by distance.
Just as in
Step 1, distances between conjugate contours are also used for selecting the remaining contours.
(2) Fine registration.
As for all the reliable conjugate contours, use the vector-based transformation model [29] and collinearity equation for calculating the transformation matrix. The fine transformation matrix with maximum matching rate can be obtained until all reliable conjugate contours have been iteratively selected. Finally, the fine registration of airborne and vehicle LiDAR data can be achieved.
Summary of Threshold Parameters
As a few parameters are used in this study, a summarization on the setting of the key thresholds is shown in Table 1 . The setting basis of these thresholds includes three types: data source, calculation, and empiric. The term "data source" means that a threshold is set according to the real data. The term "calculation" indicates that a threshold can be calculated automatically in the method. If this method is applied in some other experimental data, the "data source" and "calculation" thresholds are easy to automatically determine, which cannot limit the applicability of the proposed method. The term "empiric" means that the thresholds are set empirically. The calculation formulas are described briefly as follows. In the coarse registration with road networks, the radius of the circles is set to 1 m (i.e., Wmin/5, where Wmin = 5 m is the minimum width of road) for obtaining 3D road networks.
In the extraction of 3D building contours, the size of blocks is one to two times the average point spacing. In this study, we take 100% as the maximum roof slope. The elevation difference of neighboring blocks is set to 2 m (i.e., 2 × D × i, where D = 1 m is the block size and i = 100% is the maximum roof slope). The distance threshold (Thredif) is set to 5 m according to the width of a lane. 
Experiments and Analysis

Experimental Data
The experimental area is located around Olympic Sports Center, Nanjing, China (32.0°N, 118.7°E), with a total area of 4000 m × 4000 m. The experimental data includes airborne LiDAR points (Figure 7a ), vehicle LiDAR points (Figure 7b) , and the trajectory path of vehicle LiDAR (Figure 7c ). The SSW (Shou shi/Si wei) mobile mapping system (360° scanning cope, surveying range 2-300 m, reflectance 80%, and point frequency 200,000 points/s) invented by the Chinese Academy of Surveying and Mapping is used to capture the vehicle LiDAR data and a topographic map of 1:500 is used for the correction. The whole data is about 30 G. The total amount of vehicle points is nearly one billion. The average point spacing of airborne LiDAR points is about 0.5 m, with a horizontal precision of 30 cm and vertical precision of 15 cm. The total amount of airborne points is about 78 million. As shown in Figure 7a ,b, the whole area is used for the coarse registration and Area A is selected for the locally fine registration, and Area B is used for evaluating the registration accuracy. Figure 8a shows the extracted 3D airborne road networks using the method mentioned in Section 2.1.1. As we can see, there are 131 road intersections in the airborne road network (black lines). In Figure 8b , 37 road intersections are seen in vehicle trajectory path (red lines). The actual number of conjugate intersections is 30. The coarse registration with 3D road networks is conducted, in which the radius of the section circle is 80 m, and the interval θ is set 1 m. The calculated matching rate is 4012.5 and the coarse registration result is shown in Figure 8c , where 30 pairs of intersections are successfully matched. As we can see, airborne and vehicle road networks are well matched. Little distortion (i.e., geometric scaling) is seen in the matched networks, which presents that little rotation is seen along the Z axis. This coarse registration can offer a rough transformation relationship for the two datasets.
Coarse Registration with 3D Road Networks
Fine Registration with 3D Building Contours
Extraction of 3D Building Contours
Figure 9a presents local vehicle LiDAR points around Area A. The points are projected to regular grids (1 m × 1 m) and the elevation threshold is set to 15 m for the filtering. In Figure 9b , after elevation filtering, most of the building contours are retained with other non-building grids eliminated. Nevertheless, as we can see along certain building contours (e.g., SA, SB and SC), the contour grids are of large width, which may lead to the imprecision of vectorized contours. The proposed high value accumulation is used for a further filtering. In Figure 9c , 18 peaks are acquired, corresponding to 18 elevation ranges. Using these elevation ranges, more precise contours are obtained (Figure 9d ). Compared with Figure 9b , the width of contour grids is obviously lessened, especially in Area SA, SB and SC. Finally, with Hough transform, 42 building contours are obtained from vehicle LiDAR data.
As for airborne LiDAR in Figure 9e , the RIMM algorithm is used to extract the buildings. The thresholds are set as follows: the size of original morphological window, 106 m; the size of window reduction in each step, 10 m; height difference, 3 m; roughness, 1.6. The extracted building areas are shown in Figure 9f . Through the extraction of 3D building contours, 562 building contours are obtained (Figure 9g ). Figure 10 is the fine registration of airborne and vehicle LiDAR around Area A. Figure 10a shows the result after coarse registration, in which the black segments refer to airborne contours and red segments refer to vehicle contours. After searching the conjugate building contours, Figure 10b is obtained, where 15 pairs of building contours are successfully matched. A further fine registration is conducted in Figure 10c . Compared with Figure 10b , almost all the building contours match well, especially in FA, FB and FC. Figure 11 shows the final registration result around Area A, where the blue points refer to airborne LiDAR points and green ones refer to vehicle LiDAR points. The overall registration result of airborne and vehicle points is presented in Figure 11a . Figure 11b -e are the four details of VA, VB, VC and VD in Figure 11a , in which the green points and blue points match well along the building contours. With these integrated airborne and vehicle points, a multi-view all-round information of surface features is obtained. Further quantitative evaluations are conducted with building contours and ground points for the horizontal precision and vertical precision, respectively.
Fine Registration with 3D Building Contours
Result and Analysis
Visual Evaluation
Evaluation on Horizontal Accuracy with Building Contours
An evaluation by using building contours is conducted to evaluate the horizontal accuracy of the registration result. Here the building contours are extracted by manual means from registered airborne and vehicle LiDAR, respectively. To make a quantitative assessment of these registration results, the transect distance and angle between the contours are calculated. The calculation method of transect distance is described as follows. One contour is taken as a baseline, and lines perpendicular to this baseline are then constructed with an interval. Thus, the distance between the baseline and corresponding contour is a transect distance. The average transect distance between two conjugate contours is the distance between two contours. Figure 12a shows the digitized building contours after coarse registration with 3D road networks, where obvious offset is seen. As shown in Table 2 , the average and maximum distance of Area A is 17.44 m and 21.03 m, respectively, with the average and maximum angle offset being 0.95° and 1.7°. The average and maximum distance of Area B is 7.43 m and 12.68 m, respectively, with the average and maximum angle offset being 0.88° and 2.1°. Figure 12b shows the registration result after using two pairs of building contours. As we can see, the digitized contours match well and only small offsets are seen among the contours. Through statistics, the average and maximum distance of Area A is 2.53 m and 4.30 m, respectively, with the average and maximum angle offset being 0.82° and 1.6°. The average and maximum distance of Area B is 1.59 m and 3.79 m, respectively, with the average and maximum angle offset being 0.69° and 1.3°. The horizontal registration accuracy has been greatly improved by using building contours. Figure 12c is the final registration result with reliable conjugate building contours. The building contours digitized from airborne and vehicle LiDAR data match even better than Figure 12b . In Table 2 , the average and maximum distance of Area A is 0.73 m and 1.90 m, respectively, with the average and maximum angle offset being 0.32°and 1.2°. The average and maximum distance of Area B is 0.63 m and 1.73 m, respectively, with the average and maximum angle offset being 0.48° and 1.1°. Figure 12d is the registration result by directly using the ICP method after the coarse registration. The average and maximum distance of Area A is 1.52 m and 2.55 m, respectively, with the average and maximum angle offset being 0.47° and 1.5°. However, the average and maximum distance of Area B is 5.27 m and 11.23 m, respectively, with the average and maximum angle offset being 0.72° and 1.9°. According to the above, we can see that the fine registration horizontal accuracy reaches the meter level, which is relatively high. Compared with the registration result using only two pairs of building contours, the fine registration with reliable conjugate building contours can achieve better results. For horizontal accuracy, the fine registration results are better than the ICP results both in Area A and B.
Evaluation on Vertical Accuracy with Common Ground Points
In order to evaluate the registration accuracy along the vertical direction, some common ground points are selected. As shown in Figure 13 , the ground points (white circles) are evenly distributed in Area A and Area B, respectively. The elevation of each ground point is obtained by averaging the Z values of its neighboring points. The elevation differences between airborne and vehicle ground points are shown in Table 3 . As we can see, in spite of dozens of meters of errors along the horizontal direction, the errors along the vertical direction reached the decimeter level after coarse registration. The reason lies in the fact that the experimental area is flat in general, which leads to similar elevations of road intersections. If the experiment is carried out in areas with undulating terrains, the errors will be larger. Though relatively high registration accuracy has been achieved with road networks, the registration is further improved after fine registration using building contours as shown in Table 3 As we can see, high registration accuracy is obtained using the proposed method. However, the vertical accuracies of ICP registration results are better than the fine registration results in Area A and Area B. 
Discussion
The registration accuracy of the airborne and vehicle LiDAR point cloud not only depends on the registration algorithm, but also relies on the precision of the laser scanning system and the scope of the experimental area. The whole experimental area in the study is about 4000 m × 4000 m and the average point spacing of the airborne LiDAR data is about 0.50 m. In this circumstance, it is difficult to achieve extremely high registration accuracy for a large scene dataset with the same parameters. In study [32] , the registration results of airborne and terrestrial LiDAR data reached a horizontal accuracy of 0.15 to 0.5 m and a vertical accuracy of 0.20 m. Thus, a hierarchical registration strategy, which contains coarse and fine registration procedures, is used to meet the needs of different registration accuracies.
The registration result in Figure 11 and the accuracy evaluation in Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate the relatively good performance of the proposed method in an urban area. For comparison, the ICP registration method is performed over two small experimental areas (Area A and B) . The ICP method is conducted based on the coarse registered point clouds with a good initial state. In addition, due to the massive LiDAR data (about 30 G), the ICP method could not be directly applied to the whole area. The horizontal accuracy of the fine registration results in Area A and B are 0.39 m and 0.43 m, respectively. The horizontal accuracy of the ICP results in Area A and B are 1.42 m and 5.27 m, respectively. According to the experimental results, the horizontal accuracy of the proposed method is better than the ICP method. However, the vertical accuracies of the ICP registration result are slightly better than the fine registration result both in Area A and B. The ICP method is performed mainly based on the common ground points of airborne and vehicle LiDAR data, which is prone to lead a horizontal shift. Thus, the ICP method would achieve a registration result with good vertical accuracy and unstable horizontal accuracy.
Although the proposed registration scheme can obtain good results in the urban area, there are some limitations. Firstly, the proposed registration method is hard to deal with in non-urban regions, which contain almost no geometric buildings. Besides, if the road networks of a city are following a regular grid, the coarse registration would not work due to the strong similarity of road networks. In addition, if most of the buildings in the experimental area have significant eaves, there may be obvious errors between airborne and vehicle building contours. As a result, few conjugate building contours can be extracted, and it would be difficult to achieve the ideal registration result with fine registration.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a hierarchical registration approach for airborne and vehicle LiDAR data. The keys of this approach lie in a coarse registration method with 3D road networks and a fine registration method with 3D building contours. In the coarse registration procedure, the extracted airborne road networks are registered with vehicle trajectory lines based on the road network matching rate. In the fine registration procedure, the matched conjugate contours are obtained using the Rodriguez matrix and collinearity equation. Finally, the fine registration is conducted by using reliable conjugate contours. Through the experiment, the following conclusions can be reached:
(1) The coarse registration method with 3D road networks can provide a rough transformation matrix for a long-range registration task. With the coarse registration, further fine registration can be done within a small searching space, thus effectively avoiding local optimal result and greatly reducing the calculation amount.
(2) Three-dimensional building contours present high positioning precision and the fine registration method with 3D building contours can achieve a relatively good registration result. The fine registration result achieves an accuracy of 0.73 m in the horizontal direction and 0.39 m in the vertical direction.
In future work, the proposed method will be applied to different experimental areas to test its robustness and effectiveness. However, it is still difficult to achieve ideal results for the registration of those buildings with eaves. Therefore, we will perform a future study on eaves by using the center points of building roofs or other auxiliary data.
